
HAUSDORFF METRIC ON THE FAMILY OF WEAKLY COMPACT SETS 

IN A BANACH SPACE 

By Tac-Geun Cho 

ln this note we prove that the family of non empty weakly compact convex 
subsets of a wcakly complcte Banach space is a complete melric space if the 
Hausdorff metric is given. It is also shown that thc collection of strictly convex 
and smooth convex bodies form a dense subset of the metric space. 

1. Hausdorff metrie. 

Let X be a weakly complete Banach space and let % be the collection of non 
empty weakly compact convex subsets of X. For A. BE%. definc 

d(A. B)=inf {r: AζV，(B) and BCV,(A)} 

wherc 

vιA)= {xEX: inf lIIx-all : aEA) s r}. 

Since every weakly compact convex subset of a Banach space is bounded and 
closed in norm [1. Theorem V. 6.1 and Theorem V. 3.131 cl않rly the real valued 
function d: %x.2ι • .fJt is a metric on .)γ (띠so 똥e [2. p. 131)). 

LEW‘A 1. 11 {A.} is a Cauchy sequence in the 111etric ‘þace (.2γ. d). th.,. the 

um'oη .닝 A. is weakly seque1ltially co>>ψact. 

PROOF. Suppose that {a.} is a sequence in U A.. If {a.} is a subset of fini teJy 
••• “ 

many Aη ’ s. then clcarJy {a.} has a subsequence which converges 、，veakly lo an 
eJement of A. for some " [1. Theoπm V. 6.1J. Suppose that no finite union 01 
{A ,,} contains the sequencc {a.,}. Without loss of generality we may assume that 

aneAn]앙4r Given e>α choo않 N such that d(Ai• A시〈흥 if i.j르N. 

F야 ea야 j르N there is a b;EA,v s때 that 11아-에〈송 야 the definition of the 

metric d. Since A. is weakly compact the sequence {앤 has a weakJy convergenl 
subsequence. say {b;'} • bE A,v weakJy. Let {a/} be a subsequence of {a. } corre-

sponding to {씬. Choosc N!르N for all IEX* 5뼈 that I/ (b/) - I (b) 1 <송 whe-n 
ever j > N!. If tII. n> N!. then for the functional 1 
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1 ( (0",' ) - f (a.') 1 르 If (o .. ') - f (bm’ ) 1 -1- If(b",' ) - f (b) 1 

-1- If(b) - f (b.') 1 -1- If (b.') - f (o.') 1 <E. 

Therefore {o끼 is a weak Cauchy sequence and it convcrges. 

LEMMA 2. I f {D.} is 0 Couchy sequetlce in JF with D,;::JD.+ l tlzeη D= ，딩 Dn is 

o member of JF ond lim D.=D. 

PROOF. ClearIy D.얘 (finite intersection propcrty) and closed. hencc it is 
weakly compact. Supposc that lim D. -;6 D. then there is an E> O and a subsequence .--
{D.'} of {D.} such that 

d( D.'. D)= inf (r: D.'ζV， (D)}르E. 

Choose a number N such that 

d( DN• D)르E and d( Di• Dj)<출. '. J르N. 

From d( D,v’ D)르E. we may choose ".vED", such that 

i띠바n마f { I“11써lμ녀따xκXN -X 

s없ince {D띠D.}’，} is de다easing and d(Di、 D.v+j) <융. all j. there is a 앞quence {작} 
e 

such that "jEDN+j and IIx,v- "/1 <τ~. Le t "0 be a wcak limit point of a subse 

e 
quence of {"j} then "OEDN and II x.v -xO '년걷，.. (This follows from the fact that 
{자} is a s액uence of weakly compact COnvex 앞t ( ,, : xED,v' 11 " -센트놓}). therc. 
fore x，。 ε D. Now wc will show that "OED and yield a contradiction. Since thc 
sequence {%j' "i+1o %j+ 2 • .... .. } is a subset of D.v+j for cach j=l. 2. 3. 

xOEDN+i by thc 、때k compactn않s and %OE낀lDN+1=잉Pn=D. 

T HEOREM 1. lf X is 0 weokly complete Bonacll spoce. tlzen the family JF of 011 

nOll e끼þty weokly comþact cOllvex subsets of X is " COIIψle/e melric space in llze 

H Ollsdorff metric. 

PR∞F. Sup뼈e that {A.} is a Cauchy sequence in JF and let D.=co (，낭Ai) 

where co(S) denotcs thc closed Convex hull of a set S. Sincc the closed convcx 

h ull of a weakly compact set is weakly compact [1, Theorem V. 6. 4J and a 
convex set in a Banach space is weakly clo않d if and only if it is closed in norm 

topology [1. Theorem V.3. 13]. D.=co (μ Ai) is weakly compact by Lemma 1. 

We claim that {D.} is a decreasing Cauchy sequence and hy Lemma 2 li깐1 DlI = D • . --
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lndeed. given e>O let N be a n뼈 

Nm 。

k르N and xEco μ Aj. then x=응 t/'i where 직E싱. Ai, ε Ij=1. O<lj< 1. Let 

OjEA. and I씨-xjll<총 Sin따1 

a때n띠d dκ(D •• A샤kμ) ，，;커충응. If i. j르N. 

d(D;. Dj)르d(Dj. AjHd(Aj. AjHd(Aj' Dj) <e 

ln the above proof we have shown that givcn e> O. thcrc is a number N such 

that d(A •• D.) <ê whenever k르N. Hence !~';! An=~i.?;!Dn=낌P”. 

2. An approximation theorcm 

Approximation of convex sets of separablc Banach spaces was studied in Klee 
[3J. Here we prove that a convex body in a reflexivc space can be approximated 
by a strictly convex and smooth one. Let C be a convex bαly (a bounded closed 
convex subset with non empty interior) of a Banach spacc. A functional 10EX* 

is callcd a supporting functional of C at a point "oEC if fo (xo)=r=sup(Re 

l o(x): xEC} and thc hypcrplane (x: xEX and l o(x)=r) is said to be supporting 
C at Xo- lf every boundary point Xo of a Convex body C satisfies the property 
that each supporting hyperplane of C at Xo intersects C at exactly onc point xo. 

thcn C is said to be strictly convcx. A convex body C is callcd smooth if therc 

is a unique hyperplanc supporting C at cach boundary point of C. The norm of a 
Banach space is called slriclly convex (smooth. respectively) if every boundary 
point of the unit ball of the space is strictly convex (smooth. respcctively) 
[3]. [4J. 

THEOREM 2. 1.81 C be 0 convex body 01 0 (11011 Sψorable) re，지exive Banac/t 

space X and lel p be a’‘ ’nlerior poiη1 01 C. Given 0< e < 1 IIIere is 0 slriclly 

convex and sl1lool11 cOllvex body D such 11101 p+ê(C-P)CDCC wllere c+p 

= [c +p:cEC]. 

PROOF. We may assume that p=O. Since X is reflexive there is an equivalent 

strictly convex and smooth norm 11 . 11 on X [4. Theorem 5. 2J and let U be the 
dosed unit ball of X under the norm 11 . 11 . Hence U is a strictly convex and 

1-e smooth convex body of X. Le t r>O such that rU=(rx: xEU}C~걷:.=..- C and let 

1+ ê Do= rU+~τr=- C. Clearly Do is a convex set with non empty interior. Hence. 
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to sce thc sct Do is closcd it is enough to show that it is weakly closcd. Supα엉e 
1+ e that {d.} is a seqence in Do with d.=u.+ c. whcrc u.ErU, c.E.2" C. Since both 

U and C arc weakly compact, there are subscqucnccs {u.'} and {c.'} of {tt. } aod 
,._ 1+ e {c,,}. respectively, and u,,'-ttt E rU and c" →cE-'걷"="'C weakly, respectively. 

Hencc, the corresponding subsequeoce d: -u+ c wcakly and “+ c EDo, so Do is 

weakly compact. Smoothness of Do foUows immediately from thc smoothness of 

,'U. No \V by the proof of Theorem 1. 5 and Lcmma 1. 4 of Klcc [3J there is a 

homeomorpbism T on X such that D= TDo is strictly convex, smooth and 

εCCDCC. 

COROLLARY. Let % be t"e lamily 01 11011 empty weakly co…r.jJacl conve;t sμbsels 

01 0 rcllexivc Baμacll spacc X w씨í IIIe Hallsdorlf 1IIctric. T"en t"e collection 01 

slrictly conve.τ and S1ll00t" COllvex bodics 01 X is dense in %. 

PROOF. Giveo ' > 0 and KE% ít is clear tbat V ,(K ) is a convex b여y. Lct 
pEK. Then thcrc cxists a strictly convex and smooth convcx body D such that 

p+e(Vt(K) -P)ζDCVt(K) . Now clearly d(K , D)<e. 
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